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ABSTRACT

A method of grade estimation,.known as kriging, can be used to
estimate a grade value at a specific point within an ore deposit.

If

the estimated points coincide with the location of a drill hole, then
the estimated grade can be compared to. the assayed grade, a known value
of a regionalized variable.

In this way an error of estimation is

determined.
Kriging employs a variogram model in determination of estimated
grades.

By varying the parameters of this model and finding the set

which, on the average, yields the smallest estimation error, an optimum
model is determined.

Hopefully, this optimized model will produce block

grade values that are closer to actual production figures than are those
from an unoptimized model.
To test this hypothesis, mine production figures in the form of
blast hole grades from the Pima mine were compared with the estimated
block grades.

Tests were conducted using four variogram models optimized

under different conditions, and the original, unoptimized variogram
model.
Using standard statistical procedures, it can be demonstrated
that every optimized model produces grade estimates closer to the produc
tion data than the unoptimized model.

viii

CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Ore reserve estimation has followed the computer through various
stages of maturity.

Prior to the computer’s introduction, polygons were

drawn around individual drill holes with the grade of the single hole
being extended to the volume of the entire polygon.

The error of exten

sion incurred in this method was usually exceedingly great.

The zone

of influence of the drill hole was assumed to be the distance from the
drill hole to the edge of the polygon, but it proved to be an educated
guess at best.
The first computerized estimation method involved using the sim
plistic polygon method described above.

While speeding up the ore re

serve estimation process, the accuracy of the estimation was not
improved.
When the benefits of fast computation time were realized, vari
ous weighting.schemes were developed to improve estimation accuracy.
Basically, these methods assigned block or polygonal grades by weighting
the nearby drill holes by the reciprocal of the square distance between
the drill hole and the center of the block or polygon.
The disadvantages of this method of estimation are that geology
is. not usually taken into account and that it is very difficult to deter
mine proper estimating parameters, e.g. , area of influence that should
■
'
.
.
be used.
,
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The geostatistical ore reserve estimation method has been devel
oped to use geological data as a basis for finding the correct estima
tion parameters.
Long a discipline in France and French-speaking countries, geo
statistics has just recently found widespread use in the United States.
Geostatistics provides an estimation method not only based on
solid geological evidence, but also gives an indication of the accuracy
of each block estimate.

This is information unknown in any other re

serve estimation method.

Point Kriging
Optimization of the estimation parameters can be accomplished
through point kriging.

Block grades may then be estimated using both

the original and optimized parameters.

These grade estimates are then

compared with the blast hole data, which, are assumed to represent the
true grade of the block.

Thus the best set of estimation parameters can

be determined.
The process of point kriging provides an accuracy measurement of
estimation parameters before any material is mined.

Drill hole data pro

vide the only known information about the orebody prior to mining and
are input to a point kriging program,which uses estimation parameters to
determine the theoretical grade at the drill hole location.

This theo

retical grade is then compared with the actual assay of the drill hole.
By doing this for every hole, an average error can be ascertained.

If

every estimation parameter is varied until a minimum error is found, the
optimum set of parameters is determined.

The drill hole assay is assumed to be a true grade, representa
tive of the drill hole core or cuttings.

However, there is always an

error involved in the assaying of drill holes with magnitude of this
error dependent upon the ore type and quality of sample selection and
preparation.

Definition of Problem
It is known that the use of geostatistics in grade estimation
provides a robust estimator (DaVid, 1975).

However, the effect that

paraineter optimization through point kriging has on this estimator is
unknown.

This could be measured through a comparative study of grade

estimation made using original and optimized parameters.
The superiority of geostatistics over other methods is well docu
mented in the literature.

Several researchers have validated reserve

estimates with production data (Knudsen, Kim, and Mueller, 1975;
Huijbfegts, 1975; and Vallee, Belisle, and David, 1976).

If the further

optimization through point kriging yields only marginal improvement, as
suggested by David (1975), the extra effort involved would hardly seem
justified.
However, point kriging may provide a tool for the novice and
the expert to achieve equally good estimation parameters.

A hypothesis

may be constructed that a certain set of parameters is the correct one
to use, and this hypothesis can be verified through point kriging.
The question that remains to be answered is how much improvement
in ore reserve estimation can be realized when estimation parameters are
: optimized using point kriging.

Related Studies
While the use of geostatistics in ore reserve estimation has re
ceived much attention in the literature, little.has appeared concerning
the procedure of point kriging.
David (1975) implies that little advantage can be realized using
point krigingj, but mentions that one such program is included in his
software package.
The procedure was applied to a roll-front type uranium deposit
by Knudsen and Kim (1978) where they concluded that point kriging was a
useful tool for choosing estimation parameters. .They also noted that
large changes in some parameters produced very little improvement in the
error measurement.

Purpose and Scope
The principal objective of this thesis is to analyze the results
of a case study and thereby answer the question posed in the previous
section, i.e., determine the quantity of improvement in ore reserve
estimation.
Pima mine, located in Pima County, Arizona, provided the data for
the case study.

This data included diamond drill hole assays for the

three benches above, below, and including the 2790 level, rock type in
formation for three benches, arid blast hole information for the 2790
bench.
However, before the optimization by point krigirig can be understood and appreciated, a discussion of how geostatistics is used for. ore
reserve estimation is required.

In Chapter 2, the basic steps involved

' ■' ■

.

..

.
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in conducting a geostatistical study on an ore deposit will be covered.
The process of kriging, the name given to the method of grade assign
ment, will be defined and discussed.
Estimation of.grade at a particular point is known as point
kriging. A computer program, PTKRG, was developed to calculate the dif
ference between the estimated grade at a drill hole location and the ac
tual drill hole assay.

A description of the use of this program in

parameter optimization is included in Chapter 3.
Chapter 4 explains the use of the point kriging procedure as ap
plied to the Pima mine, a porphyry copper deposit.

Unfortunately, the

disseminated nature of the deposit might detract from the usefulness of
point kriging because selection of estimation parameters may be more
critical in a deposit with larger differences in the continuity of grade
in different directions.

CHAPTER 2

GEOSTATISTICAL ORE RESERVE ESTIMATION

Geostatistical ore reserve estimation has evolved front the theory
of regionalized variables formulated by.Matherdn two decades ago.
As defined by Matheron5 a regionalized variable is a numerical
space function which varies from one location to the next with apparent
continuity but cannot be defined by an ordinary function (Blais and
Carlier, 1968).

David (1975) discusses several hypotheses concerning

this space function.

These are:

1)

The second-order stationarity assumption.

2)

The intrinsic assumption.

3)

The universal kriging hypothesis.

The first hypothesis restricts the use of the function to a
stationarity condition seldom found in nature.

The expected value and

spatial covariance of the regionalized variable must be the same over
the field of interest.
The intrinsic assumption concerns the nature of the regionalized
variable.

In many cases a finite variance does not exist for a particu

lar variable, but variations of the variable will have a definite vari
ance.

This idea will be discussed later in the definition of the

variogram function.
In the universal kriging hypothesis, it is assumed that some
properties of stationarity do exist within a specific neighborhood.
v

. :

6

■

...

:

Thus a regionalized variable can be estimated by experimental values
within a vicinity which can be assumed to represent it throughout that
vicinity.
Possible regionalized variables to analyze in ore reserve esti^
mation include drill hole assay values, grade thickness products, and
ore zone thicknesses.

Attributes associated with ore reserve estimation

regionalized variables are localization, continuity, and anisotropy.
These will be defined in conjunction with the variogram function.
Theoretically, classical statistics should not be used for ore
reserve estimation in the presence of regionalized variables.

Since

the definition of a regionalized variable involves continuity between
locations, the samples at different locations are not independent of
each other.

Independence of samples is the basic assumption of classical

statistics.

The function used to describe the. interdependency of samples

in an ore deposit is known as a variogram.

The Variogram Function
The variogram, a vector function, may be defined by:

2y(h) = i
V

[Z(x ) - Z(x

+

dx

(2.1)

v

where 2y(h) is the variogram function, V is the volume of deposit V,
the x is a sample point with corresponding grade, Z(x), and h is the
distance between samples.
The definition of the variogram.is directly linked to the intrin
sic assumption discussed above.

The regionalized variable considered

; ' ■Vhere is grade and the variations of grade are used for calculation of

8

the variogram function.
Because of the need to use available data to approximate the in
tegral, the function may be estimated by;

2y(£) = —

S

N
where

1=1

[z (x.) - Z(x. + h)]
1
1

(2.2)

N is the total number of sample pairs.
The variogram quantifies the attributes associated with the re

gionalized variables in ore reserve estimation.
gram can be seen in Figure 1.
which the variogram levels off.
cease to have correlation.

An example of a vario

The range is defined as the distance at
It is at this distance that samples

This zone of influence can only be a "best

guess" in other estimation methods.

The continuity of mineralization is

shown by the portion of the variogram between the origin and the range.
Continuity represents the structural component of the orebody.
The variogram function, being an. average itself, shows the average con
tinuity of the orebody.

Depending on the geology of the deposit, this

average is usually accurate enough for grade estimation.

As a rule,

sedimentary ore deposits show more continuity than deposits of other
origins.

Although highly unlikely, some ore deposits may show no con

tinuity of mineralization allowing the use of classical statistics as a
valid ore reserve estimation method.
Another attribute considered here is anisotropy.

Anisotropy can

be defined as a difference in continuity along different directions of
an orebody.

It is ascertained by comparing variograms computed in

GAMMA
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Figure 1.

An Example of a Variogram.
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different directions^ including the vertical. Where anisotropy is pres
ent, a factor can be determined that, when multiplied by the range of
the more rapidly changing direction, will equal the range of the gradual
changing direction,

this is known as the anisotropy factor and is use

ful in grade estimation.
Since the variogram quantifies the dispersion of a regionalized
variable and this dispersion is a function of a particular geological
environment, variogram studies must be conducted in homogenous rock
types and mineralization zones.

This is known as localization.

Localization relates back to the stationarity assumptions of a
regionalized variable.

It is assumed.that experimental variograms cal

culated in a specific mineralization zone will represent the dispersion
of grades within that zone.

In other words, a function is found that

'

has properties of stationarity within a restricted neighborhood.

Variogram Models

v;

After the variogram.function is estimated from the available .
drill hole data, an equation must be fitted for use in ore reserve esti
mation.

Most ore deposits can be successfully estimated by the spherical

model, as shown in Figure 2.
Equations defining the spherical: model are;
3

yCh) = c[4 — - l A r 3 ^ Co
;

,/. 2 a ■ 2 a3
y (h) = C + Co
y(o) = 0

for b< a
% for h>a
:.

(2.3)

11

Co
Range

Figure 2.

The Spherical Model.

h

where h. is the distance between samples, a is the range, C is the por
tion of the variance associated with changes in grade as related to
changing distance, and Co is the nugget effect.
The nugget effect is the chaotic component of variance which is
Independent of C and can be attributable to many causes, including poor
sample preparation, poor Sample collection, or a naturally occurring re
sult of the mineralization.
Fitting the spherical model to the estimated variogram function
is. usually a very subjective process.

The sill value, C -r Co, is cal

culated by determining the variance of all samples used in variogram
estimation.

A horizontal line is then drawn intersecting this point on

the y-axis of the variogram.

Next a line is drawA through the first few

points until it intersects the sill.

The intersection of this line with

the y-axis denotes Co, while the the intersection point at the sill is
estimated to be two-thirds of the range.
Not all estimated variograms can be easily fitted.

Some may not

resemble the spherical model very well while others can be fitted in
a variety of ways.
Other models can be used to represent the variogram function.
The criterion that a function must satisfy in order to be used as a
variogram model is that it be conditionally positive definite.

This is

a very strict condition (David, 1975).
Some of the other models that meet this criterion and have been
successfully used in variogram representation are the De Wijsian model,
the linear model, and the "hole effect" model. . These are shown in Figure

13

DeWijsian Model

Linear Model

Periodicity Model

Figure 3.

Possible Models Other than Spherical.

h

h

The De Wijsian model is defined by:

Y(h) = A ln(h) + B

(2.4)

and has usually been found to represent vein deposits of precious and
base metals (Blais and Carlier, 1968).
The variogram theoretically plots on a straight line on a loga
rithmic scale.

Only the first several points of the variogram are sig

nificant with large deviations from the model occurring as the distance
increases.
The linear model can sometimes be used in a limited area and is
defined by:
Y(h)

= Ah + B

.

(2.5)

In some cases this model can be used to approximate the spherical model
for quick variance estimations.
The "hole, effect1' model-can be used to represent a deposit with
alternating good and poor ore zones.

The equation of this model is:

V(h) = C(1 - sl^h— )

(2.6)

In most cases a spherical model can accurately be used instead of the
periodicity model.

Grade Estimations
Kriging is the name given to the method of grade estimation op
timization.

Through kriging, the estimation variance incurred by assign

ing grades from drill hole data is minimized.

This is done by selecting

the best combination of weights for the individual drill holes, with
the condition that these weights must, of course, sum to one.

The basic

kriging problem can thus be written;
2
Minimize ag' = FCa^a^a^

subject to

n \
S a. = 1 .
i=l

.1
‘;

. ,a^)
■.

;

•

' ': '
(2.7)

Since kriging involves a constrained optimization problem, the
method of Lagrange multipliers may be used to transform it into an un
constrained problem so that the classical calculus method may be applied.
Determining the Lagrangean function from the original requires
three steps (Kim and Knudsen, 1977);
1)

All inequality constraints must be converted to equality
constraints.

2)

Each constraint is then multiplied by y ., Lagrange's undetermined multiplier for the i-th constraint.

3)

'

Finally, add the converted constraint equation to. the Original
function to obtain the Lagrangean function.

Applying this procedure to the kriging problem, the new
Lagrangean function may be written:
:: • ■ 2
n
: L = oe + 2p (2 a. - 1)

where a

e

.

■

is the estimation variance, the a.s are the weights for n
i

drill holes, and 2y is the Lagrangean multiplier.

(2 .8)
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Point Kriging
When determining the. grade at a particular point in an orebody,
the estimation variance can be ascertained from the sample variance and
the covariances between each sample and the point being estimated.

It

can be written:
o
o
n
n
n
0 z = a
- 2 I a. 0 . + Z
X a. a. 0..
(2*9)
e
° 1=1 1 01
i=rj=l 1 3
2
.
-'
, '.
where 0q is the sill value of the variogram; a^ is the weight calcu
lated for drill hole i; o ^ is the covariance between o, the point being
estimated, and drill hole i; o.. is the covariance between points i and
13
and j .
Substituting the above equation for

2

in the Lagrangean func

tion and differentiating with respect to the weight yields:

* -2 0 . + 2 2 a. o
3 a

i .

■

j

0 1

3

V

+ 2U - 0

for i=l, .. . , n

j

v:'

: «,■

or rewritten in the usual form of a linear system of n + 1 equations
with n + 1 unknowns gives:

X
j

a

a

3

+ p = 0.

iXj

for 1=1 ,

n

1

2 a. = 1

(2.11)

This can be rewritten in matrix form as the symmetric matrix of
covariances times the columnar matrix of weights equals the columnar
matrix of point-sample covariances.

Since all values except the

•
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weights can be determined from the variogram function and are thus
known, the weights may be easily calculated from simple matrix algebra.
This can be written as:
al

~°11

CM
oH

e

*2

°21 022

0

o
°
'*

o
°
°

•

an

anl an2
1

U

1

'°
o
.

e

°

•

°
»

.

o.

■i-1
aln 1

—
*
aol

a2n 1

ao2

•
°
•

.

e

•

a
1
nn
1

0

o
e
°

(2 .12)

a
on
1

This thesis is concerned with the use of point kriging for op
timal variogram model selection, which will be discussed in Chapter 3.
The usual kriging problem involves the estimation of a block grade.

Block Kriging
The basic procedure for block kriging is the same as that for
point kriging.

The terms in the estimation variance concerned with the

point being estimated are changed to those of the block being estimated.
It can be written:

a

where d
v

2

=

a
v

2

n
— 2. I. a. d
+ 2 E a.a. d
i=l 1 vxi
i j 1 3 xixj

2 .
is the variance of the block grades and d

between block v and point i.

(2.13)

is the covariance

All of the coefficients can be computed

from the variogram.
The block variance can be calculated using Krige’s relationship
(Kim and Knudsen, 1977):

:

.

V

;

%/Dj ■ %/D)

'

; -

- "Co/V)

18
.

(2:14)

where a
is the variance of blocks of size v within a deposit D,
(v/D)
2
£
<7(o/D)
the sill value of the variogram function, and ^
is the
average value

of the variogram in a. givenblock size.

This

value may

be expressed as a function of the variogram as such:

4o/v) * ir/v dx/ v T lx~yl dy•v

<

(2-15>

'

This integral can be estimated by a numerical approximation
method in which a discrete number of points within the block can be used
to approximate the volume of the block.

Distances between one point and

the other points ate computed and variogram values corresponding to
these distances are summed.

This process is repeated for every point9

and an average value of the variogram in the block is calculated.
The same method may be used to calculate thecovariances between
a point and a block and the coyariances betweenpoints.
In the same manner as point kriging, the Lagrangean function is
determined with the block kriging estimation variance arid the derivative
is taken

with respect to the weights:

-i3L_ = -2 a
i
V

v2ti

+ 2 2 a. a + 2p = 0 for i=l,... ,n
j 3 XiXj

— = 2a. - 1 = 0 .
3u
1

(2.16)
■

v' ..

;

In matrix form the columnar matrix of point-sample covariances
is replaced by one of block-sample covariances.

It can be. written as:

Block variance is dependent on the shape of the block.

An in

crease in block size results in a decrease in block variance (David,
1975).

Therefore, accuracy of estimation is partially dependent on cor

rect block size selection.

CHAPTER 3

PROBLEM FORMULATION AND SOLUTION APPROACH

As discussed before, a spherical model is usually fitted to a
variogram using a simple visual procedure.■ Errors can occur when the
variogram does not resemble the spherical model or if the value of the
nugget effect cannot be easily determined.

Also, variogram studies are

conducted in a limited number of directions.

An insufficient amount of

data will often cause determination of an inaccurate angle of anisotropy
with the corresponding inaccurate anisotropy factor.
One way to test the accuracy of the fitted model is to mine the
ore deposit and then compare the actual block grades with those esti
mated by kriging.

Unfor tuna tely, after the deposit is mined, it makes

very little difference how accurate the model fitting was.
Program PTKRG (see Appendix. A for program listing and documenta
tion) was developed to calculate the error resulting from a particular
spherical model.

Determination of this error is accomplished by taking

each drill hole sample in turn, ignoring the grade at that point, and
then estimating the grade by point kriging using the remaining drill
hole samples and an inputted spherical model.

Next, the estimated grade

is compared with the actual sample grade, yielding a measure of the
error.

This is done for every drill hole sample and then the average

error and variance of this error are calculated.

■■
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David (1975) suggests that only marginal improvement in grade
estimation would result from point kriging and that a visual fit of the
variogram model is sufficient.
A study conducted dn a roll-front type uranium deposit (Knudsen
and Kim, 1978) shows, except for angle of anisotropy, an insensitivity
in error calculated by point kriging despite large changes in various
variogram parameters.

This would also indicate that only marginal im

provement in grade estimation may be realized.

Problem Formulation
Although the previous study showed no large changes in the error
when variogram parameters were optimized, the effect of an optimized
spherical model on ore reserve estimation was still undetermined.
The problem, then, is to ascertain an exact measurement of im
provement in ore reserve estimation.

If the true grades of mining blocks

are known, a comparison of the variance of errors would give an indica
tion of the validity of the point kriging procedure.

Solution Approach
The procedure used to determine the effectiveness of estimating
block grades with a variogram model optimized by point kriging is as
follows:
1)

Obtain development drill hole and blast hole data from a par
ticular mine.

2)

Conduct a variogram study and visually fit a spherical model to

the estimated variogram. function according to the procedure de
scribed in Chapter 2,

v
3)

'■

.: ''

:

.

.
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Using this spherical model, obtain an optimized model through
the use of PTKRG, a point kriging program.

4)

Conduct a comparative study as described by Knudsen et at.
(1975) on the block grades estimated by the original model and
by the optimized model.

Drill hole and blast hole data were obtained from Pima mine and
were the same data used in previous geostatistical studies (Knudsen et
al., 1975).
The variogram study used data from three continuous benches of
the mine and variogtams were run in four horizontal directions and in
the vertical direction.

It was determined that the experimental vario-

grams were most closely represented by a spherical model.

The models

were visually fit to the estimated variograms and horizontal and ver
tical anisotropy factors were determined.
This visually fitted model was then optimized using point krig
ing.

If a model other than the spherical is chosen, PTKRG would need to

be modified for selection of hole assay weights according to whatever
model is desired.
Optimization was attempted, through both repetitive computer runs
and with a minimization subroutine.

Two separate measurements of error

were tested and two separate conditions of the sill value were used.
In optimization by repetitive computer runs, each variable of
the spherical model and the anisotropy variables, i.e., the angle of
anisotropy and the anisotropy factors, was taken in turn and incremental
ly changed, producing an improvement in the errpr measurement.

This

■v v

,;

-;

'v

: ■•
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continued until the optimum value or the variable Was ascertained, after
which point the error began to increase.

Using this optimized variable,

the next variable was optimized in a similar manner.
An example can be taken from one of the optimized models demon
strated later in Chapter 4.

The error determined by point kriging for

the visually fitted model is .03246%

2

Cu,

By optimizing the C and Co

values of the non-weighted, constrained sill model the error is reduced
to .03176% .

Now by using the optimized sill value, the value of the

.
.
■ '-■
2
•
range is varied until the minimum error of .03175% is found.

By always

using the previously optimized variables and only varying one other
variable at a time, the angle of anisotropy and both anisotropy factors
are optimized. The final error associated with the optimized model is
.02889%2.
A minimization subroutine was tried which followed approximately
the same procedure as that used in repetitive funs.

This subroutine,

MINSER, uses an approximation to the cotijugate gradient method for find
ing the minimum of a function of several variables (Powell, 1964).
After initial, testing, this subroutine was discarded because of
the excessive central processing unit time required.

Also, uncertainty

existed as to whether MINSER had the required universality to allow its
use for all ore deposits.

Therefore, only the repetitive runs method

was used.
Two. separate measurements of the error were tested.

The mean

squared error is the summation of the squared differences between the
grade of each drill hole sample and the estimated grade for that

location as found by point kriging, divided by the number of drill
holes.
:

-- -

This formula is stated below:.
.

- -

'

'

\

'

n

MSE =

: 2 V :-

■v'v.:'-'''-.

2 (D. - E.) /n
i=l
1
1
• :

V-

(3.1)
•

where D. is the value of the drill hole assay for hole i and E. is the
i
x
estimated point kriged grade at the same location.

The total number of

drill holes is n.
Another measurement of the error is the weighted mean squared
error as used by Knudsen and Kim (1978).

In this case, the squared er

ror is multiplied by the inverse of the kriging variance associated
with the estimated grade.

These values are summed for all drill holes

and divided by the summation of the inverse kriging variances.

This

formula is given as:

...

WMSE =
.

Z [(D. - E.)2/a.2/ 2
i= i

- r 1-.-;

/

1

1/a.2 }

i= i

(3.2)

1

where a. is the kriging variance for drill hole i. This weighting
1 . ■
:: '
■ •
. '■ .
scheme gives more weight to those points that should theoretically be
more accurate.
Two conditions on the sill were.tested, constrained, and uncon
strained.

In the constrained condition, the sill value is held con

stant, being equal to the variance of all data points used in the
calculation of the estimated variogram.

C and Co values are varied

under the constraint that C + Co equals a constant.
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Variogram studies are usually conducted in a limited number of
directionso

Statiqnarity conditions dictate that these experimental var-

iograms accurately estimate the underlying theoretical variograms and
that the constrained sill variogram models selected represent nature
within a given neighborhood*

When using a constrained sill, i* e*, one

equal to the variance of all drill hole assays used in variogram calcu
lation, the spherical model is optimized within this neighborhood*
In the second condition, an unconstrained sill, C and Co are
varied independently until a minimum error is found*

David (1975) dis

cusses several conditions that a variogram model must satisfy, one of
which is that a model has to fit the data*
parts from this condition*

An unconstrained sill de

A second condition that an unconstrained sill

departs from is that the model parameters should be estimatable*

This

is only possible if the sill can be readily found*
After variograms are optimized for all of these cases, i«e*, MSE
and unconstrained sill, MSE and constrained sill, WMSE and unconstrained
sill, and WMSE and constrained sill, block grades are computed for each
and compared with block grades estimated with the visually fitted
variogram*
Grades from all of these estimations are then compared with
blast hole data in the same manner as Knudsen et al* (1975)»

The true

grade of a block is assumed to be the average of all blast holes within
that block*

The difference between the true grade and the estimated

grade is calculated for each block*

Then the average difference and the

variance of block differences are calculated*
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The average block difference, or mean error, can.be determined
by finding the difference between the estimated grade and

the blast hole

value for every block and dividing by the total number of blocks.

A

formula is written:

_

n
x = 2 (E. - B )/n
i
1

where

is the kriged estimate for block i,

(3.3)

is the average blast

hole value for the block, and n is the total number of blocks.
The standard deviation of the error is computed:

o = j 2 [(EL - EU) - x]^/n

(3.4)

This is a measure of the dispersion of errors, meaning that the smallest
Standard deviation would indicate the best grade estimation.
Another measure of accuracy is in comparison of the kriging vari
ance.

For every case the percentage of block estimates within one and

two standard deviations of the true grades.is determined.

This kriging

variance is calculated for each block during the kriging process and
gives an indication of the reliability of the grade estimate.

Theoretical Justification
of Point Kriging

>

The use of point kriging as an aid in variogram optimization has
been developed within the framework of Matheron's geostatistics.

It has

been demonstrated that kriging produces the best linear unbiased estima
tor.

Although this procedure is usually applied to the estimation of

block grades, the.same principals hold when estimating the grade at a
point.

Thus, point kriging should yield the best model for estimation.

..

■
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Limitations on Optimization
of Variogram Parameters
In point kriging, the grade of the drill hole is assumed to be
true.

However, several stages are involved in sample preparation and an

error is incurred at every stage.

The magnitude of this error is depen

dent on the type of material of the sample and hdw carefully the sample
preparation is performed.

In some cases, the assay value may have very

little relationship to the drill core.
The fact that kriging is a robust estimator can be another opti
mization limitation.

Even though nature has nonstationhry qualities,

using a variogram based on a stationary hypothesis produces good esti
mates .

Trying to optimize these good estimates is difficult.
Another limitation is that the variogram models are optimized

according to point grades and are then used to estimate block grades.
The portion of the error attributable to the extension of point grades
to a block is not optimized.

CHAPTER 4

THE PIMA MINE CASE

The Pima mine, a copper.porphyry, began open pit mining opera
tions in 1957 with a capacity of 3000 ore tons per day.

Over a period

of 20 years, the capacity was expanded to 55,000 ore tons per day with
an approximate stripping ratio of 2.3 (Williamson and Mueller, 1976).
Three main rock types occur at Pima mine;
1)

hornfels or carbonate material,

2)

clastic or arkose material,

3). igneous rhyolites and quartz monzonite porphyry.

The large part of the ore reserves is contained in the low-grade clastic
zone with the ore occurring as disseminated chalcopyrite.

A smaller

portion, but higher grade, is in the hornfels zone (Komadina, 1967).
Blocks used in ore reserve estimation are 100 ft. by 100 ft.
with a 40 ft. bench height.

Diamond drill holes are used for estimation

and have been drilled on a fairly uniform, grid with a 200 ft. drill
spacing.
Ore reserve estimation at Pima mine has received much attention
in the literature by personnel at the mine itself and by researchers at
both The University of Arizona and Ecole Polytechnique de Montreal.
Knudsen et al. (1975) describe a study comparing different ore
reserve estimation methods with blast hole grades at Pima mine.
showed marginal improvement using the geostatistical method, but
28
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qualified this with the fact that geology was not included in the block
model.
Williamson and Mueller (1976) explain the process of arriving at
empirical grade and tonnage correction factors for mining blocks.

This

was accomplished by statistical analysis being performed on blast hole
data in various grade categories.

These correction factors were multi

plied by the grade and tonnage of each mining block yielding revised
grade and tonnage figures used in ore reserve estimation..

These values

proved to be quite accurate.
A method of predicting these correction factors without the aid
of blast hole data was presented by Dagbert and David (1977).

By using

a lognormal model with the assistance of a transformation, function, sur
prisingly accurate agreement with true tonnage and.grade figures was
realized.

Disjunctive kriging can now be used instead of ascertaining

correction factors for tonnage and grade.

Rather than estimating a

single grade for a block, disjunctive kriging estimates a probability
distribution of the regionalized variable in question.

The Variogram Study
For this study, the available drill hole data were classified as
to whether they were from the clastic or hornfels zone.

Data from the

hornfels zone'were insufficient to conduct a variogram study.

Therefore,

all hornfels drill holes were deleted from the data file and only variograms in the clastic, zone were computed.
Figures 4 through 8.

These variograms are shown in
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Figure 7.
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The; major axis of the orebpdy trends northeast-southwest with a
corresponding variogram range in this direction of 825 ft.

Dividing

the minor axis range of 652 ft. into the major axis results in a hori
zontal anisotropy factor (AFH) of 1.32 (Figure 9).

These ranges appear

somewhat longer than those calculated by Knudsen et al. (1975) before
rock type information was taken into account, but the similarity in ore
body trend and anisotropy factors is apparent.
The model fitted to the vertical variogram yields a range of
140 ft.

This results in a vertical anisotropy factor (AFV) of 5.9.

Difficulty in fitting the spherical model to the vertical variogram
causes the anisotropy factor to be tenuous at best.
Using the procedure of variogram model optimization described in
Chapter 3, four new variogram models were ascertained.

The optimized

variogram parameters are shown in Table 1.
As can be seen, the optimized angle of anisotropy and range are
the same under either condition of the sill within a particular weight
ing scheme.

When weighting by the kriging variance, the vertical aniso

tropy factors are also the same in both the constrained And unconstrained
conditions of the sill.
The optimized variogram models are shown in Figures 10 through
13.

Obviously, the models optimized with an unconstrained sill do not

fit the experimental data very well and should, theoretically, be dis
carded (David, 1975).

The constrained sill optimized models do not
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Table I.. Variogram Parameters.
Ang
45

AFH
1.32

AFV
5.9

745

36

2.02

4.9

.093

745

36

2.12

3.9

i025

.043

725

41

1.82

3.8

.040

.067

-725

' 41

1.79

3.8

Visually-fitted

CO
.040

C
.028

Range
825

Non-weighted» constrained

.020

.048

Non-weighted, unconstrained

.040

Weighted, constrained
Weighted, uncdnstrained

GAMMA
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necessarily appear better than the visually fitted variograms.

They all

appear to fit the data reasonably well and could probably have been se
lected by chance.
It can be seen from Table 1 that both conditions of the sill for
either the non-weighted and weighted models produce the same optimized
parameters except for the C and Co values.
Even though the constrained and unconstrained optimized models
appear quite different, they are essentially the same.

In the non-

weighted condition it can be observed that the C and Co values of the
unconstrained condition are approximately twice those of their constrained
counterparts.

Likewise, the C and Co values of the weighted, uncon

strained model are about 1.6 times the values of the constrained model.
Therefore, it may be possible to optimize a variogram model under
the unconstrained condition and then scale the C and Co values down to
fit the data.

Thus, the assumptions of stationarity under which the

theory of regionalized variables was developed are adhered to.

Analysis of Block Grade Error
Because of the difficulties in the hornfels area discussed ear
lier, no hornfels blocks were used in this study.

A total of 414 clastic

blocks were compared manually with the aid of a H.P. 27 pocket calcula
tor.

Table 2 contains the results of all the analysis of error tests.
' ■

■ ■ ■

■

'

i

As can be seen in Table 2, the models optimized under the uncon
strained sill condition yield the lowest standard deviation of errors.
A standard deviation of error of .101 is obtained for both weighting
schemes under this condition.

The mean squared error scheme gives a
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Table 2.

Analysis of Block Grade Error.
Mean
Standard Deviation
Error
of Errors
Visually-fitted
+.048a
.106
Non-weighted» constrained

+,044

.103

Non-weighted, unconstrained

+.044 "

.101

Weighted, constrained

+.044

,103

Weighted, unconstrained
+.045
3+ sign indicates over estimation.

.101

::;:':'^-: ,' --;^ .;': V-

V.:,-; ;
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mean difference of +.044, while;the weighted mean hrrot squared yields
. +.045.

Likewise, identical results are achieved for both weighting

Schemes under the constrained sill condition.

The standard deviation of

error and mean difference are .103 and +.044, respectively.

The visually

fitted variogram model gives the largest standard deviation of errors.
Even though every optimized model yields a lower standard devia
tion of block grade errors than, the visually fitted model, the results
are not statistically significant.

The error depends on the initial vi

sual fit, but because of the robust nature of the kriging estimator, a
poor initial fit could still produce good results.

Comp ar is on o f Kriging. Variance
The kriging variance is another name for the estimation variance
discussed in Chapter. 2,
the estimated grade.

This value gives an indication of confidence of

Ideally, as the kriging variance increases less

confidence should be placed in the associated grade estimate.
Assuming a normal distribution, when all blocks within a deposit
are considered, about 68 percent of all estimated grades’should be with
in the square root of the kriging variance away from the true grade.
Ninety-five percent of the estimated grades should be within two standard
deviations of their corresponding true grades (Knudsen et al., 1975).
Kriging variance analysis results for the visually fitted optimized models
are shown in Table 3.
The visually fitted variogram model yields more estimates within
one standard deviation than a normal distribution and is almost identical

Table 3.

Comparison of Variance,
<1-0
,73%

<2o
94%

Non-weighted> constrained

76%

96%

Non-weighted, unconstrained

88%

99%

Weighted, constrained

78%

96%

Weighted, unconstrained

85%

97%

Visually-fitted
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for two standard deviations."

Both constrained sill models were better

yet with values of 76-78 percent of the estimated grades within one stan
dard deviation of the true grades.

Both weighting schemes have 96 per

cent of the estimated grades within two standard deviations.
The unconstrained sill condition shows some improvement in this
analysis, but these results may be misleading.

In every case tested us

ing the unconstrained sill condition, significantly larger kriging vari
ances and sill values resulted.
Since the sill values of the unconstrained sill models are sig
nificantly larger than those of the constrained models (Table 1) with
the corresponding increase in the estimation variance, more of the esti
mated grades will fall within one standard deviation than would for mod
els with a constrained sill.

Therefore, for comparison With the visually

fitted model only constrained sill models Should be used during the anal
ysis of the kriging variance.

Analysis of Error
Improvement by Variable
The four optimized variogram models achieved improvement in error
measurement ranging from 9-11 percent.

This resulted in improvements in

ore reserve estimation, as measured by the standard deviation of errors,
of 3-5 percent.
In three out of four cases, the order of significance of each
parameter in reducing error is the same.

Optimization of the horizontal

anisotropy factor accounts for over one-half of the improvement.

Next in

order of importance is the vertical anisotropy factor ranging from 19.630.9 percent of the error improvement.
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The C and Co values of the variogram Is third in accounting for
13.1 percent in both weighted models up to 21.4 percent in the non
weighted unconstrained sill model.
Optimization of the angle of anisotropy» which changed little
from the visually fitted model, caused from 1-7 percent improvement.
However, the range, which changed over 8 percent, accounted for well
under 1 percent of the improvement.

The significance of each variable

as a percentage of error.improvement is Shown in Table 4.
Even in a widely disseminated deposit like Pima, it appears that
the anisotropy factors are the most critical variogram variables used in
grade estimation while the correct range is the. least critical one.
This would seem to be a contradiction of terms, since the selection of
the range directly influences the anisotropy factor.

Knudsen and Kim

(1978) suggest that the insensitivity of range in error improvement can
possibly be explained by the robustness of the kriging procedure.
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Table 4.

Analysis of Error Improvement.
reduction.)
.
______
,

(Percent of total error
/
; ..
■ .■ ""
Range
0.3

Ang
6.5

AFH
50.0

AFV
23.8

21.4

0.5

7.0

51.5

19.6

Weighted, constrained

13.1

0.4

1.0

54.6

30.9

Weighted, unconstrained

13.1

0.5

1.0

57.5

27.9

Non-weighted» constrained

Co,C
19.4 .

Non-weighted, unconstrained

:

CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSIONS

The point krlging procedure offers an opportunity to optimize a
variogram function by using drill hole data, usually the only known in
formation about an orebody before mining commences.
Using this information, the validity of the variogram model is
tested and an optimum set of estimation parameters is obtained.

Hope

fully, this optimum set

of parameters will in turn minimize theerror

incurred in block grade

assignment by kriging.

Limitations on Parameter Optimization

Sample Preparation
and Collection
Drill hole assays are assumed to represent the true grade of the
core.

However, the assay is only one

bution of many possible

outcomes.

possible outcome out

In addition, a sampling

of adistri
error occurs

every time the sample is split and crushed. . In some orebodies the ex
pected error is very small while others, possibly from a large nugget
effect, can produce two assays from the same section of core that seem
ingly have no mineralogical relationship between them.
Faulty laboratory equipment and poor sample collection could also
produce an error.

Parameters could then be optimized based on incorrect

data, possibly resulting in grade estimates further away from the true
grades than those of the visually fitted model.
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Kriging as a
Robust Estimator
As stated earlier, kriging produces a robust estimator and it is
difficult to achieve much improvement On an already good grade prediction.
The theory of regionalized variables was introduced Under several
stationarity conditions.

Even though nature does not necessarily adhere

to these conditions, grade estimates computed under the stationarity as
sumption are usually reliable (David, 1975).

Point Kriging as a
Model Selection Tool
All four optimized variogram models showed an improvement in
grade prediction over the visually fitted model.

Even though the amount

of improvement depends.on the accuracy of the initial model fitting, the
significance of these results is clear.

Much of the guesswork can be

taken out of model selection with both the novice and the expert arriv
ing at the same variogram model for use; in kriging.
While some variograms are easily fitted by. the visual method,
others are not.

Many variograms do not resemble a particular model very

well and are thus difficult to fit.

Using the point kriging procedure,

only rough guesses at the variogram parameters are necessary to arrive
at an optimized function.
The incorporation of the proper minimization subroutine into the
program would make variogram modelling almost automatic.

The optimized

variogram model could be directly input into a kriging program, yielding
accurate grade estimates from very rough parameter guesses.
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Constrained versus Uncon.strained Sills
In the Pima

mine case study the unconstrained sill condition pro

videsfor the lowest standard deviation of errors„

However, because

of

the multiplier effect suggested in Chapter 4, the unconstrained and con
strained models may
Perhaps the

actually be the

same.

best method for conducting a variogram parameter op

timization study is to allow the C and Co values to be optimized uncon
strained and then scaled to fit the data.
The remaining variogram parameters are almost identical for both
sill conditions under either measurement of the error.

This also suggests

that the same optimized model is produced by both the constrained arid un
constrained conditions.

Measurements of Error
Both measurements of error, the mean squared and weighted mean
squared, produce the same results in grade estimation.

Both measure

ments of error under the unconstrained sill condition produced a standard
deviation of error of .101.

A .103 was calculated for both a mean

squared and weighted mean squared measurement of error under the con
strained sill condition.

Although the variogram parameters themselves

are different, either measurement could have been used in the Pima mine
case.
Theoretically, the weighted mean squared error should yield a
solution closer to the optimal one, since the points that should be
closely estimated are given more weight (Knudsen and Kim, 1978).

■'

'
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Significance of Variables
Error, as computed by the point kriging program is reduced about
10 percent by optimization of parameters.

The constrained sill condi

tion of the non-weighted model yielded the largest improvement in error,
11 percent, while both sill conditions of the weighted model yielded 9
percent.
In almost every case, the order of significance of each param
eter in reducing error is the same.

The most significant parameter is

the horizontal anisotropy factor accounting for over one-half of the
improvement.

Optimization of the range, the least significant parameter,

resulted in well under 1 percent of the improvement.
However, conclusions drawn from this analysis may only apply to
this particular ofebody, or perhaps this type of orebody.

Knudsen and

Kim (1978) report that in point kriging tests conducted on a roll-front
uranium deposit, the angle of anisotropy was the most significant param
eter, resulting in a 10 percent improvement in error measurement upon
optimization.

This is equal to the entire improvement obtained through

variogram model optimization in the Pima mine case study.

Here, the

angle of anisotropy only accounted for less than 10 percent of the total
error improvement.

Recommendations for Future Research
To eliminate the "trial and error" approach in variogram model
optimization, research could be directed into selection of the proper
minimization subroutine for automatic model fitting.

The use of one
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such subroutine was attempted in this thesis, but it proved to be too
costly in terms of computer time.
The application of point kriging using models other than the
spherical should also be examined.

Also, many experimental variograms

appear to be a combination of two different models.

A subroutine which

combines the effect of different models may prove useful.
It was stated earlier that Knudsen and Kim (1978) found that the
angle of anisotropy was the most,important parameter in the optimization
of a uranium variogram model.

This thesis showed that the angle of ani

sotropy produced very minor changes in the measurement of error for the
Pima mine case.

Research can be done to determine whether a relation

ship exists between the order of significance for the parameters and the
type of deposit involved, e.g., do all copper porphyrys show insensitiv
ity of the angle of anisotropy?

APPENDIX A

COMPUTER PROGRAM VARIABLES
DESCRIPTION AND LISTING

Variogram and Kriging Input Variables
Variable
Name

Variable Description

AFH

Horizontal Anisotropy Factor

AFV

Vertical Anisotropy Factor

MG

Azimuth of the Anisotropy Angle from the x-axis

C

Portion of the drill hole sample variance not
attributable to the nugget effect.

CO

Portion of the drill hole sample Variance caused
by the nugget effect.

IDBUG

Option which allows the printing of the augment
matrix of the kriging process.

NK

Maximum number of drill holes allowed in the
kriging process.

RANG

Range of the Variogram.

RMAX

Maximum search radius for selection of samples for
use in the kriging process.

Assay Input Variables
Variable
Name

Variable Description

GD

Assay value of data point.

HOLID

Data point identification

XE

Easting of data point.
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Variable
Name

Variable Description

IN

Northing of data point.

ZL

Elevation of data point.

Output Variables
Variable
,Name
AMSE

Variable Description
Mean squared differencebetween
the assay value
and the estimated grade at thesame location.
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COMMON
COMMON
COMMON
COMMON

/SYS/TPT,iniJT, IPR, IDPUG
/CAM/Cn,C,P/\NG,CST,5lT,AFH,AFV
/KRG/IHOLtSO),GA(tl), P ( 5 U
/DPTT,r./Hn!,in(SnO) ,YM( son) ,XE( son) ,ZLf 500), GDf 500 )

c o m m o n

rneuG

n o o n n o n n o n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n o n o n o n o

DIMENSION P ( 31,TFPMT(20),niST(50)
DIMENSION T I TL E(20)
REAL MSE
PROGRAM PTKRC, IS A POINT KRIGTNO PROGRAM, WITH A TRIAL AND FRROP
APPROACH THE USER CAN SELECT THE SPHERICAL VAPIOGRAM FUNCTION
GIVING THE SMALLEST AVERAGE ERROR.
THIS PROGRAM w As ORIGINALLY WRITTEN BY L.E, ALLEN AND
LATER UPDATED USING SUGGESTIONS AND COMMENTS OF Y.C, KIM,
DEPARTMENT Of MINING AND GEOLOGICAL ENGINEERING, THE
UNIVERSITY o f ARIZONA, TUCSON, ARIZONA,
DESCRIPTION OF INPUT CARDS
CARD ONE
COL
1 -AO
TITLE
TITLE CONTAINING THE CURRENT RUN,
CARD TWO
COL
1
IDPUG
DEBUG OUTPUT (lsYES,0»NO)
6 -10
NX
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF HOLES USED IN KPIGIMG
CARD THREE, SPHERICAL VAPIOGRAM VALUES
COL
1-10
CO
NUGGET VALUE
11-20
C
C VALUE OF VAPIOGRAM
21-30
RANG
RANGE OF VAPIOGRAM
31,40
ANG
ANGLE OF ANISOTROPY IN DEGREES FROM
X-AXIS# CLOCKWISE
41-50
AFH
ANISOTROPY FACTOR (HORIZONTAL)
5 1 -AO
AFV
ANISOTROPY FACTOR (VERTICAL)
61-70
RMAX
MAXIMUM SEARCH DISTANCE FOR INCLUSION
CARD FOUR. VARIABLE FORMAT CARD TO READ IN ASSAY DATA
DATA CARDS
ELEVATION OF DATA POINT
ZL
HOLTD
HOLE NUMBER
YN
NORTHING OF DATA POINT
EASTING OF DATA POINT
XE
GO
ASSAY VALUE OF DATA POINT
TPTsl
IPP = 3
READ(TPT,4!TITLE
4 F O R M A T (20A4)
REAn(IPT, 5 )IDBUG,NK
5 F0PMAT(I1,4X,I5)
P EAD(IPT,15 ICO,C,RANG,ANG,AFH,AFV,RMAX
15 FORMAT(7F10.0)
WRITE(7»P,20)T7T!,E
20 F O R M A T d H I ,20A4//)
WPITEClDR,25)Cn,C,PANC,ANG,AFH,AFV,RM»X
25 FO R M A T (5X ,# VApIOGRAM PARAMETERS'#/I O X ,,C 0 ,,T30,E10,4,/,
110X,'C',T30,E19.4,/,1OX'PANGE',T30,FlO.O,/lOX'AMGLE OF ROTATION',
2T30,F10,2,/10X'HOp. ANISOTRnpY ',T 3 0 ,F 1n .2,/,
310X,7VERT. ANISOTROPY ',T 30,F i n ,2/,1n X , 'MAX. SEARCH RAD,',T30,
4F10,0)
READCIPT,10)IFRMT
10 F O R M A T (?0A4)
R AcANG* 0 .ni74532R?

CSTeCOSfRA)
SITeSTN(RA)
P2=RMAX#»2
NsO

1*1
C * * * * R F A D IN D R I L L u n t F D A T A
40 P E A D ( T P T , I F p M T , E M n = ? 0 ) Z L ( I ) , H O L I D ( I ) , Y « ( T ) , X F f I ) , G D f I )

1=1+1
HaN + 1
G O TO 40
50 M S E = 0 , 0
D O 60 Lai
G*CD(L)
P ( 1 )a X E (L)
R(2)=YN(L)
R(3)*ZL(L)
TFCIDRUG.FO.I,AFD,L.LE.3) WPITF(IPR,202)H0LID(L),YN(L),
1ZL(L),GD(L)
2 02 F O R M A T C I X , A 5 , 3 F 1 0 , 0 , F 1 0 .4)
1 1*0
65 D O 70 M e l , N
T r C M . E O . L ) G O T O 65
D X a B n J- XFCM)
DY*B(2)-Y»f(M)
DZaFf3)»ZL(M )
DISn(DX*CST+DY#STT)#*2+(lFH»(DY»CST-DX#SIT))##2+(AEV#nZ)#«2
I F f D I S , G T . P 2 ) G O T O 70
I F ( I T , G F . N K , A M D , D I S . G T . D I S T ( I T ) ) G O T O 70
ITall+l
D 1 S T (II)*D TS

IMP L (II )* m
I F ( T I . E O . l ) G O T O 70
C * * * * A R P A N G F HOT.FS TN I " C p E A 3 l N G
CALL DSOPT(DIST,IMOL#II)
T F ( I I .G T . M K ) T I a N K
70 C O N T I N U E
CALL KRIO(P,II)
C * * * # C A L C U L A T F THE KRI GF O VA LUE
A G * 0 ,0
G P a O ,0
D O 90 M e l , T I
LL*IHOL(L)
AGaAG+GACD+PfL)
GRaGP+GD(LL)*PfT)
AO C O N T I N U E
MSEa(G-GR)*#?,+MSE

ORDER

OF

DISTANCE

AY

CALLING

DSORT

60 CONTINUE
DaN
AMSEaMsc/n
90

WRITE(IPP,90)AMSE
F O P M AT(4X,'MEAN SOUARFD
STOP
END

Fppnp*

*,F8.4)

n n o n

SUP ROUTINE KPTGCR,US)
THIS SNApni»TIur p f p FO r m s THE BASIC MECHANICS OF KPIG1NG
AY SEQUENTIALLY CALLING OTHER SUPPOoTTUG SUBROUTINES.
COMMON
COMMON

/EYS/TPT,TOUT,Tpp,IDPUG
/ K P C/Iimi ,(SO) , G A ( S 1 ) , P (51 )

com mom

/DPT!.T./ifniv|0(5no) .YNfion) ,yr(soo) ,7r.(5on) ,rnr 5no)

COMMON

/nAM/cn,r,R»vo,C5T,STT,HFH,AFV
innvr,

common

DTMFNRTOM nlf3>,P7(3),B(3)»A(S1,5?)
no 15 v = i#ns
KKsTHOIy(K)
PI C l ) s X F ( K K )

Pt f 2)cY r,f'<K)
PI ( 3)sZi,(KK)
K1=K*1
c#»#«rnMptiTF c o v a p i a n c f : M F T W F F N
T F ( K 1 , G T . M « n GO TO 11

the

CIIPPFK'T

hclf

ano

other

HOLFS,

DO in J r K 1,Ng
LT, a T H O L ( J )
P2n)ayF(T,L)

P2 C2 )*YN f!..L)
P ? C 3 ) b ZL(I.L)
C A L L G A m m a ( P 1 ,P2.f.H)

A(K,J)sCO*C-OH
ACJ,K)=cn* C - G H
10
11

CONTINUE
A(K,K) = CO+C
CALL GAMMAfPi,P2,GH)
n s i =n s t i

NS2sN5*2

A(K,NS2)«CO*C-GH
GA(K)
= A(K,MS2)
AfK,NSl)
A(NS1,K)
15

=
■

1.0
1.0

continue

A ( N S ! , N S 2 ) a 1 ,0
A(NS1 , N s n s 0 . 0
DO 30 I s t , N S l

201

WPITECIPR#?01)(ACT,IJ)#IJal ,NS2)
FORMAT(10E6.2)

30
CONTINUE
C***SOLVE SIMULTANEOUS EQUATIONS
20
CA LL FtNPTf A , P , N S 1 )
C » ** P C O N T A I N S THE SO LU T IO N
RETURN
EN D
SUBROUTINE GAMMa(pi,p2,GH)

noon

r

-

THIS ROU TINE C O M P U T E S THE V A R l O G p A M VALUE EOp A GI VE N DI STANC E
U S I N G A S P H E R I C A L V A p I O G r AM M O D E L ,
CONSEQUENTLY, THIS ROUTINE
M U S T R E M O n i F I E D , IF S O M E O T H E R T Y P E M O D E L IS T O R E U S E D ,
DIMENSION

PIf3),P2(3)

x n s p i ( 1 )-p 2 (i)
YDaP!(21-P2(7)

ZOapiC3)«P2(3)
DaSORTf(yD*cSTfYD*STT)**2+AFH*AFH*fYD*CST1YD#SIT)**2 +AFV*AFV*ZD*%D)

20

T F C D . G T . P A M G ) G O TO 20
GM a C O + C * 1 1 . 5 * D / R A N G " , 5 * ( D / P A N G ) **3)
T F ( D , F 0 , 0 . )GH aO.
RFTUPM
GH a C O +C
RETURN

Evn
SUnflnttTTNE FTNnrcA,X,M)

C
C
C
C

THIS ROIITINF SOi.VFS A SFT OF SIHflLTANFOUS LINEAR EQUATIONS
USING THE GAUSSIAN FLIMTNATIOM TECHNIQUE.
THE FACT t h a t t h e niACONAl. ELEMENT i s a l w a y s t h e
largest
ONE IN KRIGING IS TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT IN SOLUTION,

c **************************************************************

hlMENSTON A ( S 1 , X ( S 1 )
MR = N +1
D O in I * 1 ,N
IP * I +1
c — - P E R F O R M E L I M I N A T I O N , T IS P I V O T
D O 10 J ■ 1 ,N
IF(I-J)6,10,A
6
Fe ( - A ( J , T n / A ( T , n
DO R K a IP,MP
9
A ( J , K ) a A(.T.K) ♦ F « A ( I , K )

10

continue

70

D O 20 I a 1 ,N
X(T) * A ( I , N * l ) / A ( T , I )
RETURN

ROW

A(I,I)

IS

PIVOT

ELEMENT,

END
subroutine

d s o r t c d s , i h o l ,n

)

###**###*#####*####*##***##***#***#*
C

THIS IS A SORTING ROUTINE IN INCREASING ORDER,
ONgWePS(N)
NEWaTHOL(N)
N1eN-t
D O 20 I a t , N l
K al

20

30

IF(DNEW,LT.ns(T))
CONTINUE
RETURN
JKb O
D O 40 T a K , M l
JaNl-.TK
J K b JK ♦ 1
D S C J * t ) a DSCJ)
I H 0 L ( J + 1 I a IM O L ( J )

40

50

CONTINUE
DS(K) aONEV
I H O L ( K )a N E W
RETURN
END

GO TO 30
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